
ART-2022 (MATH 8852)

HOMEWORK 12

Due December 9, by 2pm — hard copy or email accepted
After the homework is graded, you will have 1 week to resubmit a corrected and revised version

E-mail: leniapetrov+art2022@gmail.com
Course webpage: https://lpetrov.cc/art2022/

1. Poissonized Plancherel measure

Fix u, v > 0 and consider the Poisson process of rate 1 in the square [0, u]× [0, v]. Recall that,
by definition, a Poisson process is a random collection of points in the square [0, u] × [0, v] such
that

• The number NA of points in any measurable subset A ⊂ [0, u]× [0, v] is a random variable with
Poisson distribution with parameter area(A).

• For disjoint measurable sets A1, . . . , An, the random variables NA1 , . . . , NAn are independent.

Problems:

(1) Given that there are n points in the Poisson process, show that these points define a
uniformly random permutation in Sn.

(2) Apply RSK to this random permutation, and get a random shape λ. This is a Young
diagram with n boxes, but n is random.

(3) Find the probability distribution of λ, that is, Prob(λ = µ) for all Young diagrams µ.

2. Poissonized Plancherel measure Markov process

Continue with the same setup as in the previous exercise, but let us fix a realization π of the

Poisson process in the quarter plane [0,+∞)× [0,+∞). Let λ
(u,v)
1 be the first row of the Young

diagram constructed using the subset of our Poisson process π in the square [0, u] × [0, v]. In

other words, λ
(u,v)
1 is the length of the longest increasing subsequence in the permutation coming

from π restricted to the square [0, u]× [0, v].

(1) Show that for fixed u, λ
(u,v)
1 is weakly increasing in v.

(2) Show that the dependence of {λ(u,v)1 }v∈R≥0
on u is Markov. That is, knowing the config-

uration {λ(u,v)1 }v∈R≥0
at u = u0, the configuration at a nearby u = u0 + du is determined

only on our Poisson process π restricted to [u0, u0 + du]× [0,+∞).

For more details, see [AD95].
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3. Wick formula

Let ψ1, . . . , ψn and ψ∗
1, . . . , ψ

∗
n be operators in some Hilbert space with inner product (·, ·).

Suppose that these operators satisfy the canonical anticommutation relations

ψiψj + ψjψi = 0, ψ∗
i ψ

∗
j + ψ∗

jψ
∗
i = 0, ψiψ

∗
j + ψ∗

jψi = 1i=j .

Let Ai =
∑

k ai,kψk and A∗
i =

∑
k a

∗
i,kψ

∗
k. Then

(A1A
∗
1A2A

∗
2 . . . AmA

∗
mv, v) = det (KA(i, j))

m
i,j=1 ,

where

KA(i, j) =


(
AiA

∗
jv, v

)
, i ≥ j,

−
(
A∗

jAiv, v
)
, i < j.

Here v is an arbitrary vector.

Hint: use linearity of both sides of the determinantal identity in ai,k, a
∗
j,k.

4. Young tableaux in the rectangle

FixM,N ∈ Z≥1. Take a uniformly random standard Young tableau λ of the rectangular shape
M ×N . Express the probability distribution of λ, that is, Prob(λ = µ) for all Young diagrams
µ, in terms of Schur polynomials sµ(x1, x2, . . .) (for suitable xi), or the function dimµ. Recall
that dimµ is, by definition, the number of standard Young tableaux of shape µ.
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